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Within the body lies an important sensory system called interoception. Interoception enables
us to see essential emotions such as food cravings, fullness, thirst, itch, pain, body
temperature, nausea, need for the bathroom, tickle, physical exertion and sexual arousal.
Interoception is normally a hot topic in research fields, nevertheless, up until this aspect, little
has been discussed about interoception in the useful treatment of these conditions. “
Additionally, interoception we can feel our feelings. Interoception: The Eighth Sensory System
provides a detailed connection between interoception and common experiences of
individuals with these and equivalent conditons. As with additional sensory systems, the
interoceptive program could be impacted in individuals with conditions such as autism,
trauma, anxiety, melancholy, ADHD and eating disorders.Mahler provides research and
practical strategies which can be easily implemented over the lifespan to help people
manage their bodies, emotions and self-regulation” The study showing just how important
interoception is to many aspects of existence can be unequivocal. (Brenda Myles, PhD).
Interoception: The Eighth Sensory provides an overview of the study and describes the very
clear hyperlink between interoception and important skill areas such as self- awareness, self-
regulation, problem solving, public intuition, perspective taking and many more.
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Therefore nice to have another avenue for supporting kids gain self-control ... Kelly Mahler
does a fantastic job of explaining interoception, the implications on everyday working, the
assessments available to evaluate interoceptive troubles, and treatments to improve
interoception in a meaningful and extensive way for clinicians, parents, and patients. So
wonderful to have another avenue for helping kids gain self-control in a number of areas.
Compliments the mind Balance Theory as well. The 8th Sense Mahler has nailed what is
missing from Sensory Therapy for people with Autism. Perfect for parents or professionals
working with children on the spectrum! informative Guide to understanding interoception
Interoception is widely discussed and researched in other areas, however, up until this aspect
little has been mentioned about interoception in neuro-scientific autism. This book offers a
detailed connection between interoception and common encounters of individuals with
autism. Chapters 1 & Great for any pediatric professional (or soon to be)! These beginning
chapters describe the influence that interoception is wearing many important skill areas such
as: self-awareness, managing body functions (e.g.. Chapter 3 covers evaluation and three
structured equipment the reader may use when evaluating the interoceptive experience of
individuals with autism. Clients that had trouble learning to use the bathroom independently.
This book is a casino game CHANGER for the field of autism. Would recommend!. A Great
Introduction to Interoception This book does a great job of introducing the idea of
interoception and providing relatable examples. Kelly, many thanks for addressing this topic
through an occupational therapist's lens.. The author mentions that a person has to know what
emotion they're feeling in order to control it... An in depth, evidenced based & most
importantly PRACTICAL reference to utilize with clients, specifically kids and adolescents with
Autism. We realize what emotion it really is that we are suffering from at any given time based
on our interoceptive sensations. Interoception isn't discussed enough and I would highly
recommend this book to anyone wishing to find out more about this very important sensory
program! Whether you are new to the eighth sensory system, or you are seasoned veteran,
Kelly Mahler introduces this issue in a language that we all can understand and relate to.
toileting, healthy eating habits, etc), understanding emotions, controlling feelings, empathy,
perspective acquiring and social intuition.where the student In fact needs the support. Kelly
Mahler can be an professional in this field and relays her knowledge for us all. A genuine
missing link to emotional-regulation. This reserve is by far a casino game changer and is
crucial read for anybody in the autism field.) who are searching for ways to help their
customers better understand their bodies and respond properly. This book explained the
concept of interception incredibly well. The case good examples provided throughout the
book paint tangible pictures that lots of parents and professionals can easily understand and
relate to, causeing this to be book extremely ideal for real life program. I think back to so many
customers that struggled with a number of of the areas. Clients that were injured and did not
feel pain. Lastly, this book concludes with a whole chapter dedicated to practical approaches
for improving interoception. Customers that would choose days without eating if somebody
had not been there to remind them to eat. Studying interoception has reveal so many of these
areas.I think what impacted me probably the most approximately this book may be the
connection the author made between interoception and feelings. As a practicing school-
centered occupational therapist, I am utilizing the knowledge and strategies outlined within
this book with impactful outcomes with those students fighting emotional-regulation in the
school setting. For example, when we feel our heart race, abdomen flutter and muscles shake,
we know that we are nervous. Without very clear information from your own interoceptive



system, imagine how difficult it might be to obviously identify your emotions!! And consider
controlling emotions that are not clear---would that become easy? I think not.. So true! Many
common interventions and curriculums in the autism field are targeted at controlling feelings,
but non-e of them take into account that a person with autism could be missing the obvious
interoceptive information assisting them to pinpoint feelings with clarity. This publication
addressees a crucial piece that's missing from out try to teach emotional regulation skills to
people with autism.The strategies provided in this publication have got allowed my clients to
be more alert to their interoceptive sensations and have in turn helped them identify their
emotions, especially subtle emotions, with greater clarity. And of course they are more
lucrative in managing their feelings now!This book is a GAME CHANGER for the field of autism.
Assists practicing therapists, parents, and clients to better understand interoception This book
was absolutely amazing!!! Among the best points manufactured in your book is that and
individual must sense and be aware of the internal bodily sensations before he or she can
identify and react appropriately. I recently completed a research study on interoception and
this book guided me through the whole task, without it my group and I'd have been lost. Very
interesting. This book explained each topic and provided examples which improved my
understanding.! I highly recommend this reserve for educational, practical, and personal
purposes. Kelly does a great job of explaining everything therefore obviously and relating it .
Go read this book today! I suggested this book to the therapists I am presently working with
and now our office is concentrating on addressing interoception in lots of of our customers.!
You will not be disappointed.. It is a wonderful source for practitioners or parents/caregivers
who've a young one within their life who is experiencing a difficulty with this concept. The
appendix contains questionnaires and various other worksheets that may you additional
explore interoception within your practice. Invaluable Source for Parents and Professionals
Kelly Mahler has taken extensive interoception literature and synthesized it into digestible
chapters with practical methods to apply the info into everyday lifestyle to boost interoceptive
awareness. That is a great reserve for parents who are looking for more information on
interoception that may make sense in the context of their personal life with their children who
may have difficulties with interoception. It is also a great resource for fresh and experienced
practitioners (specifically occupational therapists! Wow! Interoception helps us to feel food
cravings, thirst, pain, the need for the toilet, sexual arousal and so forth. The "interoceptive
consciousness builders" and "body verify" are easy to integrate into treatment periods in
addition to in the classroom. Disclosure: I received a duplicate of this reserve from the
publisher for an honest review. 2 provide an easy-to-follow explanation of interoception and
provide many real-life illustrations to illustrate concepts obviously. This book has totally
changed the way I think about and address the desires of my customers with Autism.. It helps
everyone understand our eighth sensory program in a great and easily digestible
method.FINALLY!. This book opened my eyes to SO many new concepts. Everything makes
so much sense! Kelly does a great job of explaining everything therefore obviously and
relating it to operate. The "interoceptive awareness builders" and "body check" are an easy
task to integrate into treatment sessions as well as in . 5 Stars A well-written reference on our
8th sensory program! Five Stars Fantastic for Particular Education use Five Stars Great book &
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